In this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death and taxes
-Benjamin Franklin. All to true, though one might add to the list of
certainties people with nothing better to do than to think up insanely
stupid ways of raising taxes for the sake of it. Exhibit A comes from a
study <here> by Deutsche Bank (a zombie bank that ranks among the
least profitable of all financial institutions still operating as a going
concern) which is proposing to tax workers for the “privilege of working
at home”. No, it’s not April Fools’ Day, this is a serious proposal that
amounts to levying a penalty on corporations that operate a more
decentralized model of work flow. Covid-19 has shown that the old model of herding people into mass transit and sending
them into cities only to be stuffed sardine-like into office towers, with all the associated unnecessary costs including parking,
public transit passes, vehicle depreciation and most notably -time, is redundant. The time wasted repeating the steps just
getting to and from work, which is utterly unproductive and represents a significant chunk of an individuals life, has been
replaced with a model that allows for a better work-life balance, where parents can walk their children to the school bus stop
and get back home, log on and start working. This is not only more efficient, it allows individuals to re-capture lost time
commuting, with found time with family.
But just as we have come to realize that the old work model was an
anachronism, a proposal (certainly it is not the only one) comes out that
tries to make the case for a financial penalty on efficiency and greater
work-life satisfaction. Seriously?! The idea isn’t a cheap one at that, it’s a
flat 5% (and climbing) tax on earnings to be re-distributed to workers who
can’t work remotely. Hmmm. With marginal tax rates as high as 53.5% as it
is, this proposed tax would push top rates to almost 60%.
There are so many reasons why an idea like this must be opposed with
every fibre of our being, not the least of which is that it is stifling to the
economy and imposes a requirement that businesses revert to a model of
business organization that disrupts the free market. Anytime you tax
anything, you get less of it. So this tax would mean a less efficient
economy, and lower productivity -the very opposite of what Canada’s
economy needs to grow and improve standards of living. I’ll add to my opposition to this “privilege” tax, ever-important
environmental considerations. Working from home means cleaner air, lower CO2 emissions, roads that last longer and cost
less to maintain, automobiles that last longer lowering the financial burden on hardworking families and so on.
I could go on, but the case here has been made that a tax on employees working from home is simply wrong. More, the mere
fact that a tax on this was even floated, speaks to how desperate governments are to get your money. Be informed on this,
write your MP and MPP and make it clear that we enjoy our standard of living because business is able to organize and reorganize themselves through innovation and efficiency. This is what Joseph Schumpeter referred to as creative destruction -the
dismantling of long-standing practices to make way for innovation. It is the driving force of Capitalism and why we enjoy the
way of life we do today. If you’re interested, you can learn a little more about this <here>. Happy reading!

Be safe, be well!
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